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Abstract: Acoustic analysis and synthesis experiments provide meaningful methods
to study vocal processes of social cognition. Common attributions and evaluations of
person’s speech include personality, emotions, and social attitudes. Recent advances
in speech coding allow improving the synthesis methodology by defining valid
parameter target values without much manual analysis effort. In two student projects,
the de-factor standard for speech coding/morphing, Tandem-Straight, was applied to
conduct experiments on vocally manifested social cognition processes. Hypothesisbased stimuli were produced on four, respectively five steps in a bi-directional
fashion. The evaluations took about 30 min. for each participant. Each group
conducted a qualitative analysis for stimulus selection and a quantitative pre-test to
obtain social evaluations for hypothesis formulation. During this preparation, both
groups decided to select female speakers, as only these provided sufficient variations
in acoustics and social ratings. Results show an impact of a darker spectrum on
liking ratings for 47 participants, as well as an effect of different, eventually lower,
F0 on dominance attribution for 51 participants.

1

Introduction

The analysis-by-synthesis paradigm aims at verifying observed relationships between acoustic
measures and target conditions or questionnaire values, such as attributed speakers’ traits
(personality, competence, physical characteristics), states (emotions), or attitudes (liking,
interest). For the universal two-factor model comprising valence (warmth, benevolence,
rapport, communion) and competence (dominance, agency) [1][11], studies identified tempo
as one relevant acoustic parameter: While the relationship between speech rate and the
attribution of competence seem to be linear, an ideal-point was found for benevolence
[1][4][7][21][22]. For the fundamental frequency (F0), however, there is a negative
relationship detected and confirmed by resynthesis for warmth [3][8] and competence or
dominance [1][2][4][17]. Others find a positive correlation with warmth [17]. Acoustic
analysis in both sexes also showed a negative relationship between F0 and social
attractiveness [15][23][26].
Social attractiveness is in this case the rater’s liking of the speaker [12] and is often identified
as the warmth dimension [4][10][13][17]. Conceptually, however, this attractiveness might
also comprise physical attractiveness and competence [18], and questionnaire items assessing
liking do not only load on warmth, but in some studies on both dimensions warmth and
competence in a factor analysis [9][22][23][27]. Spectral characteristics have also been
analyzed in respect to social cognitive attributions, but not in a similar extent and not as often
with (re-)synthesis. Parametrizations, like the harmonics-to-noise-ratio (HNR) [15][25],
spectral tilt [25], or spectral center of gravity (CoG) [25] sometimes show no significant
relationship with rating data, but do in others (CoG [24], HNR [17]).
In order to lead on research of these universal two socio-cognitive concepts, the morphing
paradigm was chosen that is recently applied for studying vocal person identification [20]. By
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high quality coding of speech samples from real recordings, morphs of all coding parameters,
or just a selection, can be manipulated in several steps towards the values of a selected target
sample. There is a benefit in studying the warmth and competence dimensions by acoustic
morphing in comparison to systematically varying a selected parameter in usual (re-)synthesis
experiments: Typically, additional recordings have not been used to obtain precise target
values. But with morphing, both, original and target voices have naturally occurring values, as
these stem from real recordings. The acoustic quality of stimuli produced in such a way seem
to be quite similar, so re-synthesizing original stimuli is not necessary, as the coded version of
the original already exhibits comparable degradations.
In addition, real recordings can be selected as starting point or target for morphing by
previous assessments in order to control or test context effect. For example, the first
experiment on the effect of brightness in timbre used likable and dislikable recordings as
origin to test the hypothesis in context of other factors. This potential of increasing validity
comes with a practical advantage, as the graphical tool of the chosen speech coder TandemStraight [16] requires only initially relevant manual work to prepare the starting and target
representations, whereas the morphing and selection of (bundles of) morphing parameters is
time effective. These features make this approach attractive for university teaching, especially
for interdisciplinary groups with the regular need for theoretic and methodological
discussions. The experiments presented here were prepared and conducted in the summer
semester 2016.

2

Methodology

Two student groups conducted hypothesis-based experiments of social-cognitive concepts.
Each group conducted a qualitative analysis for stimulus selection and a quantitative pre-test
to obtain social evaluations for hypothesis formulation. During this preparation, both groups
decided to select female speakers, as only these provided sufficient variations in acoustics and
social ratings. Stimuli were produced on 4, respectively 5 steps in a bi-directional fashion
with the Matlab morphing tool Tandem-Straight. The evaluations took about 30 min. for each
participant and among all participants of each experiment, a 15€ voucher was raffled off. The
Tandem-Straight morphing is supported by a Matlab graphical user interface to code the
source and target stimuli and manually optimize mapping between the coded features. It
allows for morphing in mapping of temporal axis, frequency axis, time-frequency indexed
spectrographic level as well as aperiodicity, and F0.

3

Spectral morphing to study likability

Spectral energy distribution is known to correlate with the perceived timbre of voices.
According to literature, “darker” timbre is often associated with warmth, which is potentially
related to a preference of “darker” female voices in regards to likability [27], in concordance
with [23][24]. However, also the opposite, a preference for “younger” and “brighter” voices
in females could be possible [13].
3.1

Material

The stimuli used for the experiment were taken out of the Phondat 1 corpus [5], for which
likeability rankings were available. The group selected stimuli of 4 female speakers (mxbd,
w02a, w04a, w06a), uttering the German sentence S03 “Heute ist schönes Frühlingswetter”,
to represent each morphing end condition of “likeable/unlikable” and “dark/bright”. The
audio test was conducted by means of the online software SoSci-Survey, for which the stimuli
had to be converted to mp3 format (192 kBit/s).
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3.2

Procedure

In order to exclude potential influences on the likability rating and ensure comparability, the
stimuli were selected with the following criteria: emotionally neutral utterances without
remarkable sociolects, idiolects or dialects. To minimize morphing artifacts, a short sentence
that did not contain any speech errors was chosen. A pre-selection of the stimuli in respect to
their “brightness/darkness” was conducted by means of auditory analysis and visual
comparison of spectral energy distribution.
The utterances were annotated with Praat to provide reliable and precise temporal anchor
points for all speakers. The annotated files were imported to Tandem-Straight via a script that
was specifically developed for this purpose. For morphing, the standard Tandem-Straight F0
extractor was used. The extracted F0 contour and the recognition of voiced-unvoiced
segments was corrected manually to ensure better morphing conditions and results. The
stimuli were morphed bi-directionally in 5 steps (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%), between the
supposedly “dark” and “bright” speakers. In order to analyze whether likability perception is
linear or categorical, the 3 steps in between were included. Stimuli morphing was conducted
by only manipulating the spectrum parameter in Tandem-Straight to ensure that no further
aspects influenced the likeability rating. In addition, it was found that F0 inclusion resulted in
morphs that were too similar to the original target stimuli.
Group A recruited 47 participants (27 female, 20 male) for the audio test, which ran from
28.06. to 05.07.2016. The audio test was conducted in laboratory conditions in 40 cases. In 7
cases the experiment took place in home environment with similar conditions using the same
headphones. The questionnaire consisted of 3 items, assessing likability, gender and age.
Likability was rated on a scale of 1 (very dislikable) to 7 (very likeable).
The morphed nature of the stimuli was not revealed to the participants, in order to avoid
potential bias in regards to the naturalness of the voices and the resulting likability ratings.
Gender and age were not evaluated but instead used as a means to conceal the aim of the
experiment. To distract from unavoidable morphing artifacts, participants were told that the
stimuli were partially of poor recording quality. During the evaluation, randomization errors
in SoSci survey were noticed, which resulted in duplicated stimuli ratings for some
participants and missing values in others. In total however, the stimuli received an equal
number of evaluations.
3.3

Results

Due to the missing values, two-sided t-tests (Bonferroni-corrected to p<.00625) were
conducted for each of the four pairs comparing only the original and target stimuli testing for
main effects (Table 1). There are five significant results and three non-significant results. All
significant results reveal a positive effect of the spectral values from the presumably “darker”
voices (Figure 1). Visual inspection of all the ratings, including partially morphed stimuli,
revealed a rather linear pattern.
3.4

Discussion

The results of the listening experiment support the initial assumption that the two voices
subjectively labelled as “dark” provide more likable spectral information. Morphing to target
values taken from the two “bright” voices result in less positive ratings, whereas morphing
towards the “darker” spectral values result in more positive ratings. In all cases the
increase/decrease of likeability follows a rather linear than categorical pattern. An expectation
of 50% morphs being lower in signal naturalness and thus lower likeability was not supported.
However, not all stimuli pairs show significant differences. The pair of voices w04a and
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w06a, where the “brighter” voice is originally more likable, show no significant difference
when morphed in either direction, which is not different from comparing the original stimuli
directly (t(109)= 1.29, p=.20).
dark  bright

bright  dark

“dark” voices

“bright” voices

w06a

mxbd

t(47.88)=3.54, p=.0009

t(57.90)=1.34, p=.1851

w06a

w04a

t(50.84)=0.85, p=.4016

t(55.61)=2.23, p=.0299

w02a

mxbd

t(52.93)=7.33, p<.0001

t(50.75)=-3.12, p=.0029

w02a

w04a

t(47.42)=4.27, p<.0001

t(59.00)=-3.05, p=.0035

Table 1 – Results of the statistical analysis comparing 0% and 100% morphed spectra (sig. results in
bold)

Figure 1 – Mean ratings of the 0% (black) and 100% (red) morphed spectra; solid lines indicate
significant differences (w02a on the left is printed two time with nearlly identical values)

Unexpectedly, voice mxbd (“bright” spectrum) was rated more likeable during the audio test
than in the original rating. This could be explained by the fact that this speaker was estimated
to be much older than the other speakers by audio test participants, which may imply a
stronger tolerance of bright spectra in older age groups or another factor of, e.g., intonation.
Limitations in the interpretation of the findings in this study may arise due to a number of
reasons. Firstly, it cannot be ruled out that not only spectral information but also other factors
that may have an influence on likability rating are morphed when manipulating the spectra of
two natural stimuli in Tandem-Straight. A possible solution could be to perform a synthesis,
which focuses solely on the spectrum. However, this often results in a loss of naturalness.

4

F0 morphing to study trust and dominance

Although the influence of on perceived speaker traits tends to be one of the best researched
acoustical measures, results regarding the universal two-factor model are inconsistent
[1][2][3][4][8][17]. There is evidence suggesting a positive relationship between F0 and
dominance while rating female speakers. In contrast, lower-pitched male voices are associated
with dominance, while a higher fundamental frequency leads to higher ratings in valence [17],
indicating an effect of the speaker’s gender. In an attempt to get a better understanding of the
relationship between the average pitch and perceived social traits, the second study group
focused on testing systematic variations of female speaker’s F0.
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4.1

Material

For the purpose of speaker selection, a pretest was conducted in which 22 participants had to
rate a variety of male and female speakers on the two dimensions of the two-factor model. In
concordance with Group A, the recordings of a German sentence („Es ist 8 Uhr morgens.“,
s12) were taken from the from the Phondat 1 corpus [5]. Results showed that only the female
samples provided enough variation in the ratings of dominance and valence to suffice as
starting point for the hypothesis-based morphing.
In an attempt to reduce participants’ fatigue during the experiment a second German sentence
(“Nachts haben Meiers gut geschlafen.”, s10) was selected to provide some text variation.
Like in Group A, all recordings were pre-selected to not contain dialects or speech errors.
Using a bi-directional 4-step morphing method (0%, 33%, 66%, 100%) applied on 12
morphing pairs, a total of 72 stimuli were created that featured F0 values in the range of
naturally occurring values of the respective base stimuli. Using the same methodology, 72
additional samples were created that utilized the 4 remaining morphing dimensions of
Tandem-Straight besides F0 manipulation to serve as control condition. Every presented
stimulus was converted to mp3 format (192 kBit/s) and normalized to an average level to
avoid the natural bias for loudness. The 4-step paradigm was opted for to avoid the middle
step (50%) where acoustical artifacts seem to occur frequently as well as to keep the overall
count of stimuli as low as possible due to the mixed design method explained in the
following.
4.2

Procedure

Dominance and trust assessment were separated in order to obtain more stable results [17].
However, this comes with the cost of presenting each stimulus twice during a trial. To counter
this, a mixed design was applied where participants were separated into two versions of the
study using the survey tool LimeSurvey. In both studies every morphing pair and morphing
step was present, but different sentences were used for the 6 blocks of questioning, alternating
between repeated blocks assessing dominance and trust. While block 1 used sentence 10 for
the first and last two blocks of the questionnaire, block 2 used the stimuli of sentence 12 for
the majority of the blocks. Stimuli were presented randomized within the blocks and the order
of dominance—trust assessment was reversed for block 2.
Just like in Group A, the experiments were conducted under laboratory conditions using AKG
K-601 headphones for each testing. In the timeframe between 11.07.2016 and 17.08.2016 a
total of 27 participants (13 female, 14 male, aged 20—35, M=28, SD=3.8) was recruited for
study A, while 24 participants (11 female, 13 male, aged 17—51, M=29.6, SD=7.95)
completed the second version of the study. During the experiment, both dominance and trust
were rated on a scale of 1 (not dominant/not trustworthy) to 9 (very dominant/very
trustworthy). Additionally, the subject’s age, gender and native language was assessed.
4.3

Results

In both dimensions the speakers gisn and w04a are rated lower compared to w64a and w02a
(Figure 2). Due to the blocked design of the second experiment, single, univariate mixedmodels (subjects nested within sentence) were conducted (Bonferroni-corrected to
p<.003125) for each social concept, trustworthiness and dominance. The pitch morphing from
and to gisn does not have an effect, but from and to w04a to the more dominantly regarded
speakers improves, respectively decreases, the ratings (Table 2).
The control condition of morphing all parameters except for pitch resulted in seemingly
complementary effects (Table 3), as gisn shows consistent lower ratings compared to
morphed stimuli with target values from w02a and w64a, but w04a does not. A similar
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analysis for trust does not result in systematic effects (Table 3), as there is only one significant
result (w064 decreases to w04a; F(1,100)=43.63, p<.0001, but not in the other direction).

Figure 2 – Selected Stimuli: Dominance ratings and average F0 (black for high trust, red for low
trust)

“negative” voices “positive” voices

neg.  pos.

pos.  neg.

gisn

w02a

F(200)=5.88, p=.0162

F(200)=3.39, p=.067

gisn

w64a

F(200)=4.62, p=.0328

F(200)=2.53, p=.114

w04a

w02a

F(200)=40.04, p<.0001

F(200)=24.04, p<.0001

w04a

w64a

F(200)=25.64, p<.0001

F(200)=24.18, p<.0001

Table 2 – Results of the statistical analysis comparing 0% and 100% morphed F0 for dominance (sig.
results in bold)

“negative” voices “positive” voices

neg.  pos.

pos.  neg.

gisn

w02a

F(200)=41.38, p<.0001

F(200)=45.18, p<.0001

gisn

w64a

F(200)=9.45, p=.0024

F(200)=21.46, p<.0001

w04a

w02a

F(200)=9.27, p=.0026

F(200)=7.64, p<.0062

w04a

w64a

F(200)=1.05, p=.3080

F(200)=0.06, p=.8120

Table 3 – Results of the statistical analysis comparing 0% and 100% morphed stimuli except F0 for
dominance (sig. results in bold).

4.4

Discussion

The morphing of fundamental frequency in a bi-directional way from two female speakers
with high values of dominance to speakers with lower values resulted in a systematic
confirmation for only one of the speakers with lower dominance (w04a). Interestingly, the
difference in dominance for the other speaker (gisn) seems to originate from other acoustic
factors not related to F0. No such consistent effect was found for trust. However, an informal
survey among the project members assessing stimulus quality suggested that there is a
considerable negative relationship between artificiality of a sample and the respective trust
rating. This seems plausible due to the personal nature of the factor, which is why future
studies in this domain should be especially cautious while using morphed stimuli of varying
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naturalness. For identifying the origin of the dominance ratings, additional information is
required, as the missing results for gisn might also be caused by the small difference in
dominance to the two “positive” speakers. However, it is also likely that average pitch is not
relevant here, but instead the intonation contour, which is also affected by the F0 morphing.
Therefore, separating average pitch from the intonation contour might be a next step in
identifying the dominance related speaker differences.

5

Conclusion

Both experiments give initial results on identifying acoustic effects on personality attribution
for female speakers. The re-synthesis with natural acoustic parameter values could confirm
hypotheses formulated from literature on analysis. However, only a few speakers were chosen
which limits generalization of the effects found. Follow up experiments should study more
detailed aspects of linearity of the acoustic-attribution relationship, or the interplay between
single features, e.g. spectral vs. F0 effects. During this study, no subgroups (e.g. age groups,
gender, social background) were taken into consideration during the evaluation of the results.
This aspect could be addressed in future research.
From a methodological point of view, Tandem-Straight allowed even non-experts to prepare
stimuli for the experiments. To save time, up to 3 participants took the audio test
simultaneously, resulting in background noise due to open headphones. This may have further
influenced the focus of the participants and could have been avoided through the use of closed
headphones. In the standard configuration of the Tandem-Straight GUI interface not all
control buttons are readable on a Windows system. Therefore, the Matlab resize function was
enabled. In addition, the F0ExtractorGUI.m file was adapted, in order to enable subsequent
192fine-tuning of F0 extraction, by preventing the closing of the F0ExtractorGUI in the
finishButton_Callback function. In case of unsatisfying synthesis results, the F0 extraction has
to be restarted otherwise.

6
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